Hudson Garden Rooms is a
specialist designer & builder of premium
GARDEN ROOMS & PODS
across the UK.
0800 612 2904
info@hudsongardenrooms.com

Have a piece of Olympic history in your garden with our official replica of the
Olympic Equestrian Judging Huts as used in the London 2012 Olympic Games.

Our Design Capability

At Hudson Garden Rooms we
believe a 3D CAD design is the
perfect way for you to visualise
your garden with one of our
garden rooms. All we need is a
photo of your garden space.

Free 3D CAD design
for every customer.
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We are very proud of our 3D design
service and the impact they have
when we show our customers,
that’s why we offer every customer
a free 3D design. We can either
create this from a photo you send
us or following a site visit.

The Traditional Garden Room, introduces elegance and style to your garden.
The Cube Garden Room is our premium contemporary design.

The Traditional Garden Room
The Traditional Garden Room
design can be crafted in any shape,
size and from any timber. It looks
great in cedar. This versatile design
creates a blank canvas to build
your own spacious garden office,
comfortable granny annex or
vibrant garden gym.

from only £12,450

The Cube Garden Room
Rich in red cedar from
head-to-toe, the Cube Garden
Room is a true centrepiece of any
garden. The versatile and elegant
contemporary design creates the
perfect platform to build your own
spacious garden office,
comfortable granny annex or
vibrant garden gym.

from only £18,500
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The Orb Pod is the perfect contemporary space, ideal for dining.
The Arc Pod is constructed in unique arch shape with Canadian Red Cedar.

The Orb & Arc Pods
The Orb and Arc Pods are constructed with Canadian Red Cedar, providing
a visually stunning bronzed Pod. The Orb Pod is the perfect contemporary
space, ideal for dining, practising an instrument or somewhere to put the
teenagers on sleepovers.

from only £9,500 Incl Vat & Installation

view our full range of designs at
www.hudsongardenrooms.com
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Head to Toe in Red Cedar, the Olympic Pod is a stunning piece of British
craftsmanship. Ideal for a comfortable 1 or 2 person garden office or study.

Olympic Pod
Unique Features

Official replica for only
£9,900 incl VAT

In 2011, Hudson Garden Rooms
was awarded the tender to design
and build unique judging huts for
the equestrian events. Our design
provides 120 degrees of
uninterrupted curved views
complete with fully sliding
windows. Inside boast a integrated
desk and ample storage. All of
which come standard in the
Olympic Pod. We also feature an
Olympic approved plaque to
approve each Olympic Pod as
official replicas.

We were asked to design & build this
unique structure which has panoramic
views to the front & ample space inside.

The perfect inspiring garden office
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From Sports Pavilions to Boat Houses and
Stable Yards, we can build it all.
No project is too big!

Freephone 0800 612 2904
info@hudsongardenrooms.com
www.hudsongardenrooms.com

